
Answers to Work for W/B  Mon 25th May 2020 – 5th Class, Ms.Corr 

 

Gaeilge: Abair Liom : lch 30 -  An Aimsir Chaite – Briathra Neamhrialta 

1. Dúirt gach duine go raibh na borróga an-bhlasta ar fad.  

2. Rug mé ar an deoch go tapa nuair a chonaic mé é ag titim. 

3. Cheap Oisín go raibh Síofra sa ghairdín ach bhí sí sa chistin. 

4. Chuala siad go bhfuil fraocháin ghorma go maith duit. 

5. Dúirt tú go raibh cuma uafásach gránna ar mo churaí. 

6. D’itheamar dinnéar blasta nuair a bhíomar sa bhialann nua. 

7. Rug sibh ar bhur mboscaí lóin ag dul amach ar maidin. 

8. Bhí áthas ar Dhaid nuair a chuala sé an clár cócaireachta ag tosú. 

 

English: ATC – The Boy Detective pgs 200 & 201 

A. 1. Fletcher Moon was 12 years old. 

2. Fletcher wanted to solve real cases instead of kid’s stuff because he wanted to be paid real 

money. 

3. Bob Bernstein is the legendary FBI agent turned PI (Private Investigator) who founded the 

Bernstein Academy in Washington to train aspiring investigators. 

4. Fletcher usually arrived at school at eight fifty. 

5. He had the detective’s badge for six months. 

6. Fletcher was in sixth class. 

 

B.  1. We know that most of Fletcher’s work before this was kid’s stuff because he said “No 

more kid’s stuff. I wanted real cases that paid real money, not just whatever the kid 

happened to have in his pocket at the time.” 

2. I think Bob Bernstein was a very talented private investigator, as he founded the Bernstein 

Academy & Fletcher referred to him as being ‘legendary.’ 

3. I think Fletcher had to use his dad’s birth certificate to apply for the course because 

Fletcher was too young to do the course. 

4. Yes, I think Fletcher was a good observer because he said “I keep my eyes wide open. I can 

tell you which kids have wart acid on their fingers. I know who’s passing lovey-dovey notes 

around in the senior yard and even which teachers stop off in Burger Mac on their way to 

school!” 

5. I think Fletcher had Doobie Doyle as an informant because he said he was “an eight- year 

old snot-nosed snitch with sharp eyes and a big mouth.” 

6. I think Fletcher was so scared of Herod because he was part of the Sharkey family and they 

were known to break all the rules. In school Herod was known as one of the wild men. 

 



C. Vocabulary Work: Descriptive Sounds: 
(In this exercise a few of the words could work in several sentences, particularly the words 

‘rumbling’,  ‘chugging’ and clattering! Just make sure that you have used each word once!) 

 

1. The dripping of the tap kept me awake all night. 

2. I could hear the chugging/rumbling of the car engine as it struggled to get up the hill. 

3. The rumbling/chugging/clattering of the train sounded like thunder in the distance. 

4. We could hear the tinkling of coins in the man’s pocket. 

5. The horses neighed loudly when they heard the cracking of the whip. 

6. There was a clinking of glass as the groom made a toast at the wedding. 

7. The blaring of the trumpet sounded like a car horn at the parade. 

8. The clattering of hooves warned us that the herd of buffalo was approaching. 

9. The wailing cry of the siren told us the ambulance was on its way. 

10. We could hear the pealing of the bells as we approached the church. 

 

D. Working with Sounds – Suffixes –le, -el, -il, and –al 

 
1. I used a stencil to paint the design on the wall of the classroom. 

2. The criminal was brought to court and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment. 

3. The tour group were asked to assemble in the main square at noon. 

4. The squirrel was busy collecting nuts before winter. 

5. The x-ray helped her locate the shrapnel from the bullet in the man’s leg. 

6. I drew a line parallel to the one at the top of the page. 

7. The runners had to jump over the obstacle on the running track. 

8. The event was informal, so I decided to just wear casual clothes. 

9. The local council has a list of jobs to be completed before the new year. 

10. The law could not be passed without the approval of the government. 

 

Maths corrections – All Maths corrections are in a separate document, on the class blog.  

   

 

 

 


